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liam W. White of Havener, Curry'
county, a notary public.
Takes Convict to Albuquerque.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
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And then from lie South magicians
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That were lioni of the sea, and the
sun's warm llame.
Subtle and si ill, they readied the
spot
Where the wrath of Winter had left a
blot.
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Sun and shadow, and night and day
Came, and tarried, and passed away;
t
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And then the wizardry began
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would make unnecessary half a dozen
Suicide at Silver City Mrs. Louisa star routes costing the government
Prada committed suicide at Silver $8,000 a year. Mr. Burke will preCity by shooting. Deceased was forty sent the matter to the Board of Trade
years of age and leaves a widower, but at its next meeting, Tuesday evening,
no children.
May 10.
Wedding at Las Vegas Miss Mar-fanStill Pleasant The weather yester
Hume and Benjamin Strickfa-de- day was termed "still
pleasant'', t'he
were married at Las Vegas yesterday by Rev. J. S. Moore of the Co degrees. The relative humidity
Protestant Episcopal church.
was 38 per cent and the temperature
Died of Ptomaine
Poisoning Ran- at 0 o'clock this morning was 12 de- Tt
dolph Page, the nineteen year old srrees
w:ik navtlv clninlv fnllriivod
son of Mr. and Mrs. R Page of Bueha-A vear a,r() toda .
clear
wtatnt,r
nan. men ot pionuune poiso.uns ea..h-th- e
maxilmml was 70 an,, ,he niini
- wiUl llR(
ed by eating a partially decayed
Jjer wnt fjf Bun
llnse.
shine.
ru.au.. ma
aKen in vvun
Brakeman Hurt on Santa
Conductor .lustm council ot iaxs cific A Santa Fe brakeman named
'
Vegas, was taken seriously ill with Carpenter, was brought to the
hospital
as
he
ptomaine poisoning yesterday
at Albuquerque
suffering
was about to start on his run with from concussion ofyesterday
the brain. He had
the California flyer from La Junta, been standing- mi Inn nf u (min oii
Colorado.
was struck by bridge rafters.
Tomas Armijo Charged With Theft
Death of Old Timer George Scha!-- !
Tomas Armijo was arrested at. Las ble, for
eighteen years a resident of
Vegas charged with the theft of hides, Silver City, died of cerebral hemormeat and a rifle from the slaughter
in the Ladies' Hosiptal at Sil
house of John A. Papen. The hides rhage
ver tnty. He wis 48 years of age and
and meat were found on Armijo's a
native of Indipna. He was an Elk,
premises.
and had been engaged in minig in the
Grease
With
Scalded
Child
Esther,
section tor manv- years.
the four year old daughter of Mr. and iViogotion
Run Over by Switch Engine D. L.
Silver
H.
at
Robinson
Mrs. J.
Citv,
,
who jas run over by a switch
was oaaiy uurnea aDOUt me neau aim Moore,
;
Ulcu 1,1 il
burst-15"""1
iLil A'uuquer- Tease by the
chest by burnin
iiue uuring tne operation tor the aming of a glass vessel into which grease putation
of his! limbs, which had been
was being poured.
crushed.
The body of the deceased
at 'Albuquerque
Killed By Cave-ij will be taken to his
old home in Sher- a
cave
was
killed by
Jose Candelano
1
man TV
1UI
ICA"
Al-in at the sewer construction at
murder Trial at Las Cruces The
He was extricated after
buquerque.
ten minutes of hard digging. Cande- - 'uf""s iscnnon in tne trial at Las
lario was dead before the ambulance Cruces of David Guadarama, charged
wuu lne murder of Ignaclo Pena on
with him reached the hospital.
the
ni"t of March C, was introduced
case
the
and
the
testimony.
reviewing
May Extend El Paso & Southwest- - Tuesday evening. It was the seventh
of the trial. District Attorney
ern A special meeting of the stock-j(la- v
holders of the El Paso & Southwest- - Llewellyn addressed the jury, stating
Federal
Court at Roswell Ad-eern Railroad Company has been call- to meet at Bisbee, Ariz., on June 1, journs Federal court at Roswell has
at 11 o'clock. The purpose of the adjourned until June 4, at which time
proposed the case of the United States against
meeting is to consider
Black Water Land and Cattle
amendments to the articles of incor-ith- e
- j Company
will be taken up. The
authorizof
Southwestern
the
poration
the construction of extensions to niainder of the docket has been con-tha- t
road to Phoenix, Ariz., and pro- - tinued until October 24. The case
viding for the maintenance and opera-- j against Mike Weil, the only one that
tion of such extension.
proposed to try at this term,
TTT had to be continued because Ike
Cannot Be Cured
sky, the principal witness for the gov-blocal applications, as they cannot eminent, was unable to make the trip
reach the diseased portion of the ear. from Chicago.
There is only one way to cure deafInjunction Made Permanent After
ness, and that is by constitutional hearing the arguments some days
Deafness is caused by an ago in the case of Gauss Langenberg
remedies.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- Hat Company vs. Department Store
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When Company of Raton, Judge Abbott of
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- - Albuquerque, gave the attorneys in the
ling sound or imperfect hearing and case time to file briefs. Last week the
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is briefs were submitted and Judge Abthe result, and unless the inflamma- bott renedered a decision sustaining
tion can be taken out and this ube re- the plaintiff's motion for judgment on
stored to its normal condition, hear- the pleadings and making the ining will be destroyed forever; nine junction perpetual and the receiver
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- permanent. E. C. Crampton of Raton
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- is the receiver and his bond is fixed
ed' condition of the mucous surface. at $50,000.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
&
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Telephone No 146 Red
l.i
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
'.'Si i MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
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come to us for a pair of

!

j

CALL

ipO

SEE FOS YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

j

j

j

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
and
the
be
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may
foot-leng- th

custom styles.

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

t

.mMim'ft'vsx

juj.',

!.

e

n

I

PUT IT

b

JEWELER

they'll do the rest.

SELIGMAN BROS

V,.,-..-

Diamonds Watches, Clocks

Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords
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CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE

ASSORTMENT

UP FLOWER,

SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
ROHAN DISK
GENERAL
MK

PHONE
BLACK

436

19
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BRKJIiTKX up your house, What's the use of living unless yon enjoy life!
paint will nlso keep your house from rotting, It is an investment
as well as a luxury.
ASK your good wife if she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
owe something to her. Really, Don't you?

j

GOOD

""""".
4

MULLIGAN & RKING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

I,M;HT
PICTURE

130

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

1

i

Phone
No.

14.

Hit'. Hardware WSJowBXlS We have

.

J

j

j

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

d

125 1,aaVke

RED

Ji

l

iid

.

n

iit

a

1

CANON
ROAD

1

if.

1

DONE.

i

j

j

RATON

Screened

re-in- g

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

i

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale ar.d Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.

jit-wa-

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirgr Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

s

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Grou-Deafne-

y

j

Telephone

j

85

Telephone 85

.

!

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

i

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a genera ABSTRACT,
QiOfl ("Ifin

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
fin t0
:
:
at low rate of interest

c. YONTZ

PIAMOPtPO

WTCHES

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Servioo

MILK

I

MEXICAN FILIGAEE

JEWELRY

tys

Tested and

Ftntd by
Methods

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

j
B

MANUFACTURER OF

SANTA FE. N. M.

mm,

ZOOKs

eci alty

M.

ipiU,UUU.W

FRESH EGGS

CREAM
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IT IS SERIOUS.

You Can Have a Model Kilchen

SPLENDID ADVERTIS-

Some Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.
The constant aching of a bad back.
ING
The weariness, the tired feeling,
The pains and aches of kidney ills
Are serious if neglected.
Dangerous urinary troubles follow. Denver
and Rio Grande Is
A Santa Fe citizen shows you how
to avoid them.
Featuring This Section in
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, ColIts Literature
lege Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and FERTILE LANDS OF COLORADO
I was cured of a bad attack of kidney complaint. At that timp a state-fen- t
appeared in the loca. papers, Latest Edition of Pamphlet Is
now
Clincks Full of
telling of my experience and
take pleasure in confirming all that;
Statistics.
was then said in favor of Doan's Kidback
in
my
ney Pills. I had pains
The lalest publications of the Den- that made it difficult for roe to stoop
& Rio Grande railroads feature
ver
which
troubles
were
and there
other
plainly showed that my kidneys were Santa Fe and New Mexico exiensive-a- t
fault. Soon after I began taking ly. "Around the Circle;" "Camping
Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement in the Rockies;" "Hotels and Board-- ,
was noticeable, and the contents of ing Houses;" "With Nature in Colo- two boxes restored my kidneys to rado;" "Fertile Lands m Colorado;"!
their normal condition also entirely all have extensive mention of the Cliff
removing the pain in my back. I am dwellings, Taos, Espanola, Santa Fe
glad to say that during the time that and other New Mexico places and
has since passed, my cure has been beautiful pictures. The Prince Sun-- !
shine Ranefh, Taos Pueblo, the Puye
permanent."
Price 50 Cliff dwellings, furnish material for!
For sale by all dealer
The following
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, striking illustrations.
New York, sole agents for the United is said of northern Xew Mexico in

FORSMTA

FE

as cool and white as a dairy.
no heat, no dust. No
old-fashion- ed

rests, towel rack, and every
feature imaginable. You want it, be- cause it wiil cook any dinner and not
heat the room. No heat, no smell,
no smoke, no coal to bring in, no ashes
to carry out. It does away with the
drudgery of cooking, and makes it a
pleasure. Wqmen with the light touch
for pastry especially appreciate it, because they can immediately have a
quick fire, simply by turning a handle.
No half-hopreparation. It not only
is less trouble than coal, but it costs
less. Absolutely no smell, no smoke;
and it doesn't heat the kitchen.
The nickel finish, with the turquoise
blue of the enameled chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2
stoves can be had with
and
or without Cabinet.

"Fertile Lands":

Note: Be sure If
ff Cantionarythis
stove see 11
get
g you
11
that the

This section

is one of

j
j
'

thA north inrl nf T?in

'

A

Arriha

pmirttv

railway outlet, contains an immense
area of land which is capable of irrigation and cultivation. The earlv set- tiers were poor engineers, running
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, their canals along only the easiest
R. A. M.
Regular con- grades, leaving thousands of acres
vocation second Monday of which can still be easily watered, and
each month at Masonic leaving unused scores of first "class
reservoir sites. The owners of the
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P, private land grants welcome white settlers and sell lands generally as cheapARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
ly as though obtained directly from
Santa Fe Commandery No. the government. There are many
1. K. T.
Regular conclave small valleys surrounded by inexhaust- fourth. Monday in each ible free cattle ranges, where homes
month, at Masonic Hall at lean be made by industry and enter-7:3prise. The Jicarilla Apache reserva- p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
tiou, which is likely soon to be thrown
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
'open to settlement, contains many
thousands of acres of fine land, easily
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 irrigated.
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Tne valley of the Brazos river, with
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets the county seat of Tierra Amarilla
on the third Monday of each month and itg adjoinirig settlement of Park
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in View, is tributary to the Denver &
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza, Rio Grande system. Here are pictur- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor esque valleys capable of great develop.dially invited to attend.
ment. Along this branch of the DenJOHN W. MAYES, 32. ver & Rio
Grande railroad are several
Venerable Master,
lumber camps, employing thousands of
32.
F.
HENRY
STEPHENS,
men, and making a handy home marSecretary.
ket. At Monroe is a large coal mining
interest. The adjacent mountains are
B. P. O. C.
in gold, silver and turSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., productive
!i
holds its regular session on the sec- quoise.
of
northern
inhabitants
The
present
ond and iourth Wednesday of eacn
month. Visiting brothers are invited New Mexico are all peaceable, quiet,
industrious people, and settlers And
A. J. FISCHER,
:and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. men pre&eiict; vaiuauie m iui mourns
a constant supply of labor at a low
Secretary.
price. In fact, many of the New Mexico Indians journey every year to the
Knights of Pythias.
beet fields of Colorado, where they
of
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights
furnish some of the most satisfactory
3d
and
1st
meeting
Pythias. Regular
labor.
8
I.
in
Tuesdays in month at o'clock
Down the Santa Fe Branch.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitAntonito a branch of the DenFrom
to
attend.
ing Knight's invited
ver & Rio Grande extends south to
AUGtST REINGARDT, C. C.
Santa Fe, the ancient capital of the
JOHN K. oTAUFFER, K. R. S.
-
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ALL THE LATEST

Sheet Music
Will Now Be Found at

EYLES MUSIC

GO.

East Side Plaza.

At One HaJf Price
Mason & Hamlin, Conover, Cable Kingsbury and Wellington Pianos Sold on Monthly Payments.

COL.

JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent.

m s mm

a yoimn ami
Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

111
west, and one of the oldest cities on
the American continent. The railway,
starting about GO miles west- of the
valley of the Rio Grande, which at
this point, flows in a very deep canon,
finally joins the stream and follows
along its bunks, until it climbs the hill
into Santa Fe, which is on a tributary

new and the old together, the new capital of the territory of New Mexico almost touching the old church, more
than :;oo years old, in whicQi worship
has never ceased from the time its
first mud walls were raised, partly
to shelter the sacred images of the
Catholic faith and partly to afford fortress-like
stream.
protection to the people of
More than 40,000 people now live in the little frontier settlement of which
this section, and 400,000 more can be j this was the citadel. On every side of
brought, in without Crowding. Most of Santa Fe are the old settlements, and
the present population is native or on every side the enterprising newIndian, but all through their farms comer sees where new ditches can be
are scattered the holdings of more built, where reservoirs can be conenterprising Americans who have real- structed, and where the land, already
ized the possibilites
of the region, productive, can be made to yield four
have established farms and planted or- and five fold. The city is an educachards, and are now making enor- tional center, has a splendid public
mous profits out of their foresight. school system, and is a beautiful,
This region is said by experts to pro- climatic and health resort. In southduce the most perfect grapes of any ern Santa Fe county successful dry or
section of the United States, exceed- scientific farming is being carried on.
ing in quality even the product of the The county has many mining camps.
famous vineyards of California, and
equalling those vines in yield. Peach- THINK OIL IS EXPLANATION
es, plums, apricots, pears sand apple
OF QUEER TEXAS FREAK,
yield abundantly and failures are absolutely unknown. The sugar beets of
G.
San
It is
the Santa Fe valley experts have de- now Antonio.T exas, May
that
the
of oil
presence
thought
clared after analysis the richest in
and its tendency to produce natural
contents
and
anyraised
sugar
purest
gas are responsible for the "breathwhere.
ing" wells and caves in west Texas
Along this line there are a number For some time this
peculiar phenomeof famous hot springs. At Wamsley's non has attracted wide
attention and
and at Ojo Caliente, reached from sta- a
many theories as to its cause
good
tions on the Denver & Rio Grande have been
advanced, but so far no
road, there are hotels and bathing fa- definite solution has been found. At
cilities. Some of the well attested one time it was
supposed that the
cures from these springs are almost
large subterranean water channels
miraculous. There are other springs,
caused the breathing of these wells
as yet undeveloped, one group near
and caves; but that the presence of
Taos Pueblo, and the other up the oil is more
likely to be responsible
Pueblo river. From this line only are for thist
freak seems indicatstrange
accessible the cave and cliff dwellers ed by the fact that the exhalations are
of the Pajarito national park, 35 miles
slightly explosive when ignited in a
west of Santa Fe. Here, amid set- confined
space. The current caused
tings of wonderful scenery, are 20,000 by the rush of air in and out of the
caves, formerly occupied by a pre- wells and caves is not
uniformly
historic people, with thousands of com- strong nor is it
subject to regular perimunal buildings, some of more than
odicity. It is also independent of at1,200 rooms, now in ruins.
mospherical disturbances.
The principal streams are the Rio
Grande and, flowing into it from the ORGANIZE A LARGE GUANO
west, the Chama, the Peteca, the Valle-citos- ,
COMPANY IN SAN ANTONIO.
the San Antonio, the Los Pinos,
the Puerco, the Ey Rito and the Tusas.
San Antonio, Texas, May 6. Miguel
Taos, Espanola and Santa Fe.
who was recently granted a
Bornio,
The Taos valley, reached from Em- - valuable
guano concession by the Mexbudo, Servilleta and Tres Piedras on ican government, has formed a $100,- the Denver & Rio Grande, was at one 000 company for the purpose of extime called the granary of New Mexploiting his grant. A number of Texico, and is one of the most beautiful as capitalists are said to be interestagricultural valleys in the world. Only ed in the venture. By the terms of
f
of the irrigable land his concession, Bornio is
about
given a moin this valley is now under water,
nopoly if guano is found on the islands
though there is a surplus in the of
Pozo, San Andres, Pertida
streams. Many American settlers andIocina,
Morro, located off the coast of the
have been coming of late into Taos state of Colima, Mexico. The governcounty and several large irrigation en- ment provides that only one island
terprises are planned or under way. at a time must be exploited in order
Red River, La Belle, Copper Hill and
that not too many birds may be disother mining camps are in this coun turbed or
frightened away. It is esti
ty. There is good trout fishing as mated that fuully 50,000 tons of this
well as big game hunting. The pueb- valuable fertilizer will be available.
lo of Taos consists of two communal
pyramids from five to seven stories
high and most picturesquely situated.
Considerable merchant timber is to be
found in this county.
Never, positively never poison yourtunsrs. If you
cough even from a simple cold only you should
The Espanola valley is another of always
heal, soothe, anit ease the irritated bronit with a
the ancient settlements into which chial tubes. Don't blindly suppress
poison. It's strange how some things
new blood is about to flow. Rich with stupefying
Dr. Shoop
come
about.
For
years
twenty
finally
orchards and vineyards, dotted with has constantly warned people not to take cough
or prescriptions containing Opium,
the spires of churches, it has enjoyed mixtures
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now a litiiu
says "Put it on the label,
an unbroken prosperity for centuries. iflate thoughareCongress
In your Cough Mixture." iioodl
poisons
From Espanola to where it reaches VerygoodllHereafterforthisveryreasonmothers,
others, should insist on having Dr. snoop's
Santa Fe, the Rio Grande railroad and
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop'a
-

i

this county, for which this is the sole

i
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address.

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

j

-

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
4f-communications
ular
first Monday of eacl
Of '
monin a juatjunicj ua"
t 7?n
n
H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
meo for college or for business life. Great
amount of opcu air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
in ibe beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, 9'inshlne every day, but
Ittli; rain or snow during sessiou.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed.and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
G. Hamlifoa, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and
fin lay
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
W--
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Every dealer everywhere : if not at yours,
write lor Descriptive Circular to the near.
agency of the

name-plat- e

reads New Perfection."

1

SOCIETIES.

V

ur

n

FRATERNAL

7

cook-stov- e.

j

Nearly Every Man and Woman at
one time or another has printing to be
done and if the work : to be first
class the New Mexican .;ob printing
department can fill the 1:::!. Why get
printing tnat isn t tirst chus, any way,
since appearance today i of such

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of th 8outhwrt."
Detailed by War Department
Omcers
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCUOOL IN CLASS

Th

is the latest practical, scientific
It will cock the most
elaborate dinner without heating the kitchen.
Boils, bakes, or roasts better than any range. Ready in a second.
Extinguished in a second. Fitted with Cabinet Top, with collapsible

j

of the United States
the most interesting to
either the tourist or homeseker. Here
exist the villages established by the
first Mexican settlers, with their
adobe houses, arranged around a cen-tral square, facing inward so as to pre
sent a solid blank wall of adobe to ta
old mission
vading hostiles, the
churches, rich with interior adorn-- j
ments, far older and better preserved
than those of California, ancient vine-yards, with knotty and gnarled vines
centuries old and still bearing profusely, old orchards, and stone walled
fields or grain that have yielded con- tinuous crops for centuries,
Two branches of the Denver & Rio
Grande railrad penetrate this see-- ,
tion. The narrow gauge line from An- tonito to Durango makes a loop across

New Mexico Military Institute

ill 4'

!

and

No smell, no smoke,
contrivances. The

mi m

T.

States.
Remember the name Doan's
take no other.

PAGE THREE.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Welh Fs rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tbrounoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and al! Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

j

one-hal-

Cough Caution

traverses a country already partly developed, and which is capable of very
The La
much greater productiveness.
Joya reclamation project, now under
way, will reclaim the bench lands on
the east side of the Rio Grande, all
the way from Embudo to Santa Cruz,
the ditches covering some of the most
fertile lands in the entire southwest.
At Santa Fe, which has been called
the Rome of America, are crowded
many points of historical interest, the

labels and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
is said to be by those that know it best, a truly r
markable cough remedy. Take no chance then,
particularly with your children. Insist on having
Dr. Shoop'S Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison marks there! You can
always be on the safe side by demanding

Dr. Shoop's

Cough Cure
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

farts of the World.

-

J. 0. BARNES. Aacnt

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Gurries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Weed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The

ColorCdo

Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M BERGERE.
tanta Ft,

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

N. M.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 9 a. m., arrive in

the rate of

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M by comRoswell at 3 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD, managir
TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a, m. to con
nect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, re
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
d
passengers for No. 2
passing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounA SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED
and Nos. 4 and 8
Returnteam. Is what we send out from this ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 5. m.
LIVERY.
We send a driver, too, if desired.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
What more invigorating than a lively
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
spin over the smooth roads on a clear, i. m.
Train arrives from the north at 4
bright day.
It being Spring makes the occasion p. ni.
more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.
New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
4
RISING
WILLIAMS
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
,
810 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, m.
east-boun-

east-boun-
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to go. The navy has less trouble than
the army in finding recruits.
"Nevertheless, rhe collapse of the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
American merchant marine is a great
Xo great nation is satis-flemisfortune.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
to liave its foreign trade almost
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
wholly in foreign hands; and it is a
sad loss to any country when so inde
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
pendent, adventurous and courageous
maria race as that of the deep-se- a
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
six
months,
mail
Daily,
..$3.75 ners declines and
by
disappears.
25
Daily per week by carrier
.. 2.00! "There is much discussion concern- Weekly, par year
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
six
months
1.00 ins the best means of restoring Amer
Weekly,
65
mail
Daily, per month, by
It may be necessary
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
.75 Mean shipping.
Oaily, per year, by mail
to wait for changing economic conditions to undo the harm they have alOFFIClAi PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
ready done. But we may all hope that
The New Mexican Is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to the day when ihe Hag shall again hold
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing o'xculatf..) 3 the place on tihe high seas which it
held half a century ago may not long
among the intelligent and progress ive people ot the Southwest.
be
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IN
OTHER
CONDITIONS
TOWNS.
While Santa Fe has problems of
its own, its municipal needs are much
the same as of every other town. The
following from the Las Vegas Optic,
for instance, applies just as well to
this city and might have been written for it:
"Las Vegas is a pretty city. In fact
it is the finest residence town in point
of handsome homes, wide streets and
climate in New Mexico. But Las Vegas can be made a city beautiful. All
it takes is more civic pride on the
part of its citizens:
"One of the crying needs of Las
Vegas now is a city forester whose
duty it would be to see that the trees
are trimmed. Not many years ago
every branch on a tree in this city
was considered valuable, but that
time is past, and we now have plenty
of trees and altogether too many
branches, low branches which obscure the street lights at night and
make the sidewalks so dark that ti:n-ipersons fear the imaginary highwaymen hiding in the shadows. If the
trees were properly trimmed the
streets would have a much better appearance. Proper trimming would
cause the shaded streets to look
more like boulevards than jungles.
The city council at its next meeting
should take some action to remedy
tihe low limb nuisance.
"The streets of the city should be
kept clean. It is a disgrace the way
rubbish of all kinds from the alleys,
back of downtown stores is carried
about the business district, of the
city every time the wind blows. The
dust is bad enough, but to (have a lot
of garbage and rubbish thrown in,
makes it unbearable. There is an
against, allowing rubbish to
accumulate in the alleys and this
should be rigidly enforced. In addition, a uniform street sprinkling
system should be inaugurated. The
sprinkling wagon should be on tlie
street every day at as early an hour
as possible and the business section
of the city given a thorough wetting
down before the wind starts to blow.
In the summer it is especially disagreeable for the merchants to be
compelled to close their doors on a
warm day in order to avoid having
stocks ruined by the clouds of dust
that are carried into their front doors
by the wind.
"If civic pride asserts itself these
things are bound to be remedied at
once. What Las Vegas wants is
more tourists who will come here to
spend the summer or the winter, as
the case may be. It is the visitor's
first impression of a city that counts,
hence we should always strive for
what would lie sure to make that impression particularly favorable."
SAME

ord-jinan-

WILL STOP SPECULATIVE FILINGS
The. experience of the office of the
territorial engineer with the filings
of applications for water rights has
proved beyond a doubt that many of
the filings were for speculative purposes mainly. The certificates of completion issued are comparatively few
and of the hundreds of filings but a
small percentage have been followed
by construction on sufficiently large
scale to demonstrate good faith. The
territorial engineer therefore, with the
approval of the board of water commissioners and after consulting with
Governor Mills and securing an opinion from the attorney general as to his
authority to do so, has established a
rule that bond must in the future accompany applications for water appropriation made ostensibly for the construction of irrigation and power projects. The bond is not so large as to
impede bona fide development work
and yet, large enough to prevent mere
speculative filings by people who at
the time of filing have no prospect of
making immediate use of the rights
for which they ask. It is a good
rule and will overcome the complaints
made in San Juan county and other
sections, that the waters of stream?
are being tied up by speculators who
are doing no development work but
merely trade and barter with water
rights for which and on which they
have established no priority right except through the mere act of filing an
application in the engineer's office.
Says the Albuquerque Journal on

the same subject:
"It is a good ruling of the territorial
engineer, that providing that applicants for water rights "must furnish
a good and sufficient bond as guarantee of good faith and ability to
tarry out the project. The engineer
has found that in several cases applications have been made for speculative purposes or to hinder adjoining bonaflde propositions. The
demand for the waters of New Mox-

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
After many years of agitation, in
L.
Bradford
which
Prince of this city, has taken a prominent part, Congress has seen fit to establish a bureau of mines. Equally as
important is the demand that a department of health be established and
if not at this session that at a session
in the future the Owens bill or a similar measure ought to become a law
for the following reasons:
To stop the spread of typhoid fever
wathrough drinking sewage-polluteA

jico streams has become so large, and
ithe record o four hundred applica- jtions in the past three years, that notrifling should be allowed in the matter. A man will hardly go to the
trouble of securing a bond merely to
file for speculative or malicious

ROBINSON ON ESPERANTO.
Will Robinson, editor of the Roswell
,
Register-Tribunewill not be elected ter of interstate streams.
an honorary member of the Santa Fe
To enforce adequate quarantine regEsperanto Society. That much is ap- ulations, so as to keep out of the
parent after perusing the following country plague and other similar pes
from the pen of the aforesaid Tender- tilences.
foot:
To supervise interstate common car"Santa Fe's conversation is a poly- riers, in so far without such supervisglot jumble of more or less all lan- ion they prove a menace to the health
guages, and it was certainly a happy of the traveling public.
thought which prompted Judge N. B.
To have a central organization of
Laughlin, Dr. J. A. Massie, Rev. C. F. such
dignity and importance, that deLucas and some others to organize an
partments of health of states and
Esperanto Club. Esperanto is the uni- cities will seek its
and
versal language which was gotten up will
to its advice.
heed
pay
by Dr. L. L. Zamenhof, the great Polish
To influence
health authorities,
may
linguist. Count Martini-Mancinstate
and municipal, to enact uniform
a
his shadow never grow less as
in relation to health matpolished gentleman and accomplished legislation
ters.
Esscholar, was a regular studbug at
To act as a clearing-housof state
peranto, and has often told me what a
local
health
and
regulations and to
great advantage it would be generally.
sucn
comiy
his
regulations.
have
to
fellow
The idea is
let each
To draw up a model scheme of san- evervdnv Innsrnasrp 1n use if be wants
- !itar-legislation for the assistance of
laneasily-learneto. but to have one
officers
guage that everybody in the world state and municipal health
on
all quesTo
accurate
data
gather
in
would know, so that if you landed
China you could talk about the tea tions of sanitation throughout the
crop with any farmer you met, and his United States.
To establish the chief causes of preanswer would have some sense to it.
ventable
disease and unnecessary
Esperanto would be a great scheme at
convena
be
would
Fe.
Santa
It
great
To study conditions and causes of
ience to visitors from the cross roads,
diseases
s
'Where-vurecurring in different parts
man:
first
who could ask the
isvus thevus nearvus saloonvus?' of the United States.
To correlate and assist investigaand be pointed straight the first time.
Then if you were lobbying for a bill, tions carried on in many separate and
you would not have to get an interpret- unrelated biological and pathological
er. All you would have to do would federal, state and private laboratories.
the
To consolidate and
be to corner your man and softly in
bureaus
many
separate
government
3'ougeddy
quire: 'Whagiddy dogeddy
wansreddv tosreddv vogeddv forgeddy now engaged in independent health
thigeddy billgeddy?' Simple, ain't work.
To effect economies in the adminis- it? The word 'no sabe' would be nix
With these illustrations it is very nation ot tnese oureaus.
To publish and distribute through-abou- t
readily apparent that Esperanto is
the country bulletins in relation to
can't
and
the proper goods
get
human
health.
here too quick to suit the masses. In j
To
our existing knowledge of
a
apply
good
the meantime it might be
to our living conditions.
hygiene
on
to
extra
a
j
little
energy
put
thing
To reduce the death-rate- .
the gentle art of good English, which
is a pretty fair language for everyday
use. People nowadays have to a large
The Ballinger-Pincho- t
hearing has
extent drifted away from it, and pay brought out the fact tihat former Sec- too much attention to other lines retary of the Interior Ethan Allen
which while good enough in their way Hitchcock is to blame for some of the
are no so essential. I can point you blunders of the reclamation service,
to a half dozen business men in this He is also to blame, so it is asserted,
town who cannot build a twenty word for the departmental order that has
sentence correctly, and once in a while placed an embargo on the waters of
l
you hear a college graduate commit the upper Rio Grande and its
murder. As for me, while taries and incidentally has delayed
readv to take up Esperanto if neces-- ; the construction of the much needed
sarv," good old United States is good and desired Elephant Buttes project,
enough, and I nrefer to live in a sec-- ! because he did not understand, it
tion' where you can understand what seems, that the waters of the upper
Rio. Grande and its tributaries never
n man cava when he is fixing a gasoreach the Elephant Buttes. He also
a
with
r
mule,
i;
nrmtinp.
n,!n
inflicted other woes on New Mexico
is
it
necessary
others
with
many
Along
tnv ma in trn in Rnntn Vp nCPS siOliallV. from which the commonwealth has not
'et quite recovered, and if it were
however, and for that reason I leei not for the
professional politeness of
unigood over the introduction of the
of the Interior Ballinger
Secretary
at
the
versal tongue
capital."
he might have said some very damag- ing things about one of his predeces- PASS THE SHIP SUBSIDY BILL. sors wj10 lad 10sed as something of
Something should be done to restore a reformer in (his day.
the American flag to the seas. If a
do
will
bill
Congress
it,
ship subsidy
PASSING OF THE PARLOR STOVE.
can perform no more patriotic duty
The Washington Herald with the
than to pass such a measure. It cer- hardwaremen laments the passing of
tainly seems inconsistent to say tihat the parlor stove. But its arguments
American genius and resourcefulness are
altogether sentimental, for it says:
are not equal to coping with this prob"All modern improvements is the
lem and triumphing over foreign com fiiyn nttncbpH in pvprv im-- f
anarl.
,
Says the Youth's Compan-- m(jnt n0wadays and tllere are some
petition
ion:
advantages in these new fangled no- "A pessimistic old shipmaster oi :tjons that everybody demands, yet
New York has been confiding his dis- - there is a pathetic side connected
couragement to a reporter. Boys no with this desire for convenience and
longer go to sea, he says. American - iuxuries in tne homes of today,
it ca;ls to mind that tttie yery es.
steamship lines have the greatest diffihome comforts
culty in getting the right sort of lads- seilce 0f the
for training up into officers. Public- is lacking in the hurly-burl- y
existence
school education unfits boys for the we ead There are other things
The present-daeagerness in sides raodern improvements that go
the pursuit of money makes the young- - to make up a home. One of these is
sters unwilling to follow a calling the the sociability and wholeeartedness
sacrifice and perils of which are re- - found a few generations ago, but now
warded by the scantiest of livings. But practically
Thus may
it may be a lack of opportunity rather be due m part to belfer means o
than a dislike for the seafaring life communication, which makes whirl-tha- t
keeps the boys ashore.
wjnd visits tolerant, whereas in earl- "The action of economic forces has ter days calls really meant something,
"The sitting-roostove is antiquat-ocean- .
swept our merchant ships from tne
The small margin of profit on ed. With its passing goes the feeling
which commerce is nowadays con- - of home coziness. As a place of
has apparently diverted Ameri- - chitecture, the stove is unnecessary,
can capital from shipping to business- - As an article of necessity it has lost
es in which more money can be earn- - its raison d'etre."
ed. Only ten per cent of our imports
"The sweethearts of former days
and a much smaller proportion of our could sit and gaze into the fire, and
oversea trade come in American bot- - see Cupid dancing about in the blaze,
toms. But given the opportunity to Not so today. Cupid haS become a
sort of creature."
go to sea, the boys are fairly ready matter-of-fac- t
d
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370

for IgF

pi

OPPORTUNITY

"come Jm

1KJ MOdtfSS
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U

IK

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

Cents to the Annual
tion Rate of the New Mexican Publl
cations, to Receive the Western
Investor's Review.

A lid 25

L'

WOODY'S HACK LINE

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

Tiling d.cne to
Benger Coinfortatle.
u.aa.cl

FARE

Trip

arrival ot
arrives at

personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to al! parts of the civilized world on as Jiberai terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six month !or years' time.; Liberal'
advances made on consignments of livestock an4 products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
--

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

$150,000
80.000

'1ansacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
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P ALAOE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

IIPEHI1L

LAUNDRY

One of the Best Hotels in
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
Mrs. F O. BROWN Ajrent
Phone No. 23 Red

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
,

the West

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

--amm&

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i9 years .he only
first class toijisorial parlor
in aanta Fe.

letor

OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
Commodious
s guaranteedto cure, (not only
&
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair
other scalp irritations. We also Long Distance Telephone Station.
car ry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
,?

HERPICIDE,

DE LUXE QUININE &

BATHS

BATHS

BATHS

Steam Heated: Electric

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yor
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

PHONE RED 122.

'
Sample Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are

Hoi

supper ready to eat and you will not have to

Serving

wait.

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yenrs.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

tribu-lingua-

'

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

PALEH. President,

w t stats ikavjum

v

d
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N. M.

I H. S.

KADRE

O.
GROCERS

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

A IX MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hote
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

i

'Where-

-

prices are lowest

i

be-se-

y

for sale quality"

One Resolution to Make

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
meu, Give us a trial If you want first class service.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.
33BS3I

What other 19l0Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve now that you will
trade at KAUNK & CO. the
coming year. It Is a resolution in your own Interest, for
It means the best possible
table supplies at lowest pos-

HERE IS

H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

. NAVAJO, CHI MAYO BLANKETS,

to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Bnrned Wooden Placques
AH Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

.

other
articles
that

attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

PHONE 26

OPPORTUNITY

INDIAN BASKEiS MOQDE POTTRRY
Don't
Fail

KAUNK
Think it over-is- n't
& Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through T910.

EXCEPTIONAL

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE

sible prices.

L

AVERY

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N,M.

FRIDAY, MAY

6, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

IN LIFE'S MAY DAY
and your RAar njsr, THEN
PUT
IN
MONEY
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!
M. S. Asbell, of Washington,

!

THE BANK

is

at Gregg's.

D.

C

Fred Beek, a mining man of Cerril-los, is here on business.
V. R. Anderson, of Oklahoma City,
is visiting friends here.
Minnie H. Martinez, from Pagosa
Springs, Colo., is in the city.
Y. B. Taylor, a hat salesman of St.
Joseph, Mo., is at the Palace.
J. A. Warren, a sightseer from
Douglas, Ariz., is at the Palace.
George S. Virden, a Delaware sales- man, is calling on the trade here.
A. D. Alexander and D. H. Halloway,
THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
of Estaneia, are at the Coronado hotel.
A. Staab left today for Carlsbad,
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
Germany, where he will spend the
summer.
"Ed. Armijo, of Santa Fe, is spend-- j
j
lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
here."
few
a
Albuquerque
ing
days
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PA1M" and "SUNMorning Journal.'
L. A. Watkins, George C. Piwonka
and William Harris,' all of Denver, are
SHINE" insidelfinishes,
'
'
at Gregg's hotel.
Attorney O. A. Larrozlo, the promi- When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
nent Democrat from Las Vegas, Is at
SAVE PART of the money you make .and put it in the bank. Put just, the Claire hotel.
"
.
.'i i
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white
five dollars a week in our bank and in twenty-fiv- e
years this sum and
F. O. Petershagen, of the Stai'- Cloth- the interest on it will be a SNUG FORTUNE.
ing Company of Jefferson City, Mo., is
lead and PURE "linseed oil, a combination that lasts
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
at the Claire hotel.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Stanley D. Pierce, the St. Louis atfor years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
torney who went to Albuquerque on
BANK &
hotel.
Palace
business, is back at the
We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
Cleofes Romero, the superintendent
of the penitentiary, is registered at
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
the Claire hotel, having returned from
CLas Vegas.
Harry W. Kelly, of the Gross-Kell- y
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
Company, of Las Vegas, left on an ex
(Established 1882)
tended business trip to Boston and
other eastern cities.
Mrs. C. W. Dudrow will leave today
Denver on account of the illness of
for
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
her young daughter, Lillian, who is
Valley's absolutely sure.
attending school there.
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
"Miss Maggie Romero, who has
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
been attending school in Santa Fe for
the
$700.00 and up, which should
the past year, has returned to her
home here." Albuquerque
Morning his ranch fifteen miles north of Demmost particular buyers.
Journal.
ing. Mr. Jacobson gets some water
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Collier, of
for irrigation from the overflow of
D p C r. I
pr
E..-.- .
will leave here today for Hills-boro- , the Mimbres, and gets some from a
THAT
You
People
Sierra county, with two female dam which impounds the flood waters,
For full particulars call or Phone. Red So. 189
THEY
THEIR
BY
119 San Francisco St.
most
ClOTHES
murbut he feels that the
convicts who are to testify in a
dependable
address the above company
EYYbvJR-CLOTHB- S.
der trial there.
supply after all is to be found in the
TELUYOU
CAN
Mrs. H. B. Pain, who has been the pumping plant.
N BU3JNE55 0P.
E. H. Eickford, of the Rio Mimbres
Mrs. Frost
guest of her sister-in-lais
ScciErrYCooD
on East Palace avenue, the past few Irrigation Company, left this afternoon
for
Lake
Valley.
home
for
to
her
leave
weeks, intends
Al Watkins entertained a picnic
' POWT YCU WANT TO BE WELL
;
tonight.
one
ranches
of
at
southwest
his
party
he
where
Dealers
Santa
in FumitiiTf
"Frank Owen, of
Fe,
ALSO
is manager of the Santa Fe Water & of Deming Monday and Tuesday of
this week. The following were memLight Company, was in Las Vegas to- bers of the
FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs. FOR THE HOUSE
party: Mrs. Morris Xord-haus- ,
the
with
connected
on
business
day
4V
Mrs.
of Kansas City,
Dominick,
VolunNew Mexico Association of
Miss
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Walker,
Ray
'SAV
teer Firemen, of which he is one of
I
AUkinqls of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
Wad dill.
officers."
Las
the
Optic.
Vegas
of
table
tine
assortment
a
desks, chairs,
ranges, Also
U. S. Examiner of Surveys G. D. D. COMMENCEMENT AT NEW
go-carfor the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner
folding
7,
Frank Ivie, Earl Wilson , MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE.
s
-Kirkpatrick,
They are GREVFH
and John Ervien have returned from ,. The following is the commencement
j a surveying
trip which took them over program at the Xew Mexico Military
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
'the
Plains
and the Guadalupe Institute at Roswell:
country
something to interest you.
i mountains
in Eddy county, Camp City,
Saturday, May 21st.
Otero county, which they struck dur8:30 a. m. Guard Mount.
ing the oil excitement, and other por9:00 a. m. Battalion Inspection.
tions of Otero county.
Ornamental Doors.
5:30 j). m. Battalion Parade.
Sunday, May 22nd.
HEAVY MOVEMENT OF
11 a. m. Sermon to Cadets by Rev.
STOCK THROUGH DEMING. Dr. George Fowler, in Xew AuditorDeming, X. M., May 6. Hon. H. R. ium.
5 p. m. Battalion Parade.
Pattengill delivered his lecture "Gump11- CS'?A' i
tion with a Big G," to a crowded audiMonday, May 23d, "Alumni Day."
ence in Clark's opera house. The :'10 a. m. Alumni Meeting in Xew
Swastika club furnished the music for Auditorium.
Do YOU KNOW WHO THE.SE LITTLE GKL6
2:40 p. m. BasebaH Game, Alumni
the occasion, and the school children
Mr.
Cadets.
drills.
gave several very pleasing
against
ARE? YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL THEM
5:00 p. .m Battalion reviewed by
Pattengill's lecture was enthusiastic
THEIR-- CLOTHED.
ally received, and everyone went away Alumni.
8:30 p. m. Governor's reception, to
feeling that the great cause of edu
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
cation has in Mr. Pattengill a worthy be given by citizens of Roswell in
UP
DRE.S.SE.S AGE 6 TO 16-65- C,
the Armory, to Governor Mills and staff.
exponent.
Yesterday morning,
an
on
was
PROUDLY
POINT
lecturer
24th.
WE
taken
distinguished
Tuesday, May
LINEN SUITS AGE 12 TO 16 FROM
are made to perfection from our
automobile ride into the country and
9:40 a. m. Firing salute to Goveris
wood
the
because
line
we
handle
a
to
Lumber)
the fact that
TO
only
THE.SE GooDS OR PRICED CANvisited the big wells in the vicinity nor.
perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be of Deming and saw tne wonders which 9:45 a. m. Butt's Manual.
&E
NOT
DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.
free from every imperfection of pure and emcacious; ana mat our irrigation is doing in the Mimbres 10 a. m. Competitive drill.
cracks
and
m
11 a.
kaots,
warpines.
Inspection by Adjutant
enables us to give the best valley. He and Superintendent Clark
were both greatly impressed with the General A. S. Brookes.
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience
to
our patrons. Every- material
5 j). m. Escort of color.
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so satisfaction
prosperity evident in the
a first class farming sections around Deming.
in
be
to
that
5:30 p. in. Battalion reviewed by
ought
thing
relied
be
can
it
upon
absolutely
at
find
Governor Mills and staff.
to
statement
a
will
made
store
by
here,
and
According
and
you
drug
builders,
by carpenters
9 p. m. Commencement
ball (spearchi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in J. S. Clark, freight agent of the Santa
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
Fe, there has been a very heavy move- cial invitation.)
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
ment of stock from and through Dem
-Wednesday, May 25th.
REPUTATION BUILDERS
mention our Lumber in their
10 a. m. Street parade by Cadet
last week. Four train
the
ing
during
s pacifications.
STRIPLING-BURROW- S
& Company.
loads of stock went out last night over Battalion and Roswell's Light Battery
the Santa Fe alone. Three (hundred
reviewed by Governor from Kilke- Where your dollar buys the most.
empty stock cars have gone to Silver son hotel.
5:20 p. .m Graduating parade.
City to be loaded in the next few days.
mmammk
Mr. C!ark says that most of the MexiS:30 p. m. Graduating exercises in
can cattle have already been shipped, ITcw Auditorium address to graduatPANSY PLANTS NOW.
and that the stock now shipped conies ing class by Governor William J.
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
from points in southern Xew Mexico Mills. Valedictory address by Cadet
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
and Arizona. These cattle are being Millet S. Clancy. Music by institute
Made in New Mexico.
DESIGNS.
R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
shipped to feeding grounds in tae band.
Panhandle of Texas and to Oklahoma
Thursday, May 26th.
CL&REBDON
POULTRY YARDS ARK SKLTjI Nf4 OUT!
FKESH LAID KGS every day
and Kansas.
7:30 a. m. Company .inspection.
J. J. Jacobson who raised the big
Announcement of promotions
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte?. Chickens
and
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
bean crop last year, having shipped appointments.
Vacation
furlough
FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG COMPANY ASK FOR A
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
over
inis
"Auld
EGGS FOK HATCHING.
thousand
eighty
pounds,
granted.
Lang Syne" by cadet
SAMPLE
ONLY AT
hiamng two Dig irrigation wells on band.
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her
balm for every hurt;
leadership is without a parallel.
In memory of such an one, and in
the spirit of our gTeat work as a society, I hereby proclaim Sunday, the
healing
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8th day of May, 1910, to be Mother's
Woodmen of
Day in t)he Modern
America, and request of all members
May
its due and proper observance.
the reflection of this day make us bigger and better men. May the homes
or our vast membership be brighter,
stronger and happier because of the
influences that this occasion shall
bring.
or within
If our Mother is near-by- ,
a reasonable distance, let us make a
special effort to call upon and visit
vit(h her and show our growing appreciation of her influence on our
ives. If we are far from her home,
let us write her a genuine letter, expressing some comforting message
L.nt. shall in part compensate for her
great sacrifice in our behalf. Those
of us whose Mother has passed to her
rest, in her sweet memory let us place
the white flower upon her grave, or if
so situated that we cannot 1hus honor
her memory let us recall her virtues
and beautiful life and thus receive a
new courage, and increased faith.
On this day let the significant flower
of white and the pure love of Mother
hood fill our lives with a new and
stronger spirit of courtesy, generosity,
patience, kindness and service toward
our fellowmen. Fraternally submitted.
A. R. TALBOT
Head Consul

Jf tfe

v
8

m...lv

K. 1'. & S. W. Ry, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. a
p. in
K.
W. Ky. train No. 123 leaving Dawson JS , M at 9:55 a. in.
SStaife for Van Houteii N. M. meets trains at l'rt'ston N. M.
trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as follow:
('. its. I'assent-'i'i- - HOUND:
Si il'Tll BOUND
SOUTH
No. 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 1. 4.4Sa. in.
11.11 p. 111.
49
No,
No. 7.6 p. in.
Katon and Preston w ith 1', S. Ry. at
Track connection with A. T. A S. F. Ky.at
N
M, and Cimarron fc Northwestern at
lies Moines K 1', S. V. Ky. at Colfax,
Cimarron, X. M. which is depot or following station ucate, Miami. Kayado
and lied Lakes. N. M.
i'te Park, X. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seeo, Aurora,
P.aldy Hlack Lakes. Cerro, Klizabethlown. Loho, Qnesta, Kanchos du Taos, Hud
KiverCity, Talpa, Taos and Tw ining,
aily. fKluK, tl'aily except Sundny

Connects with
tConnevts with

l'.S,

2-

F.

J. VAN HOUTEN,

E. J. DEDMAN,

V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. f

Superintendent,
N. M.

Raton,

M.

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M

Summer Excursion Rates

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One w ay via
PORTLAND or

SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.

PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

C.

$55.00
Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to

IRRIGATION
BUILDER IN WORLD,

GREATEST

B.

16th.

A. Camfield Who is Interested in a
Big Project on Las Vegas

Upturn Limit, three months from
date of sale.

Grant.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

I Ii'

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

i

For Rites and full information address

CoU

j

El Paso Texas.

Him.

UBW

IIHBn.iui

THE

j
hum

I

in PDAmnr d d
IU DlimiULII. II,

SCOTTISH

Santa Fe,

N. M,

May 23, 24, 25
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
make an open rate of one and one
third fare from all points in Sev
Mexico to

Santa Fe

g

e

lnp

$75.10 -

re

Cer-rillo-

I

one-hal-

Con-tiha-

j

;

May 14 to 19, 1910

fi

ffers

RITES REUNION

perplexities or the enticing
allurements of his career to lessen his
just estimate of the unsatisfied debt
DATES OP SALE
he owes to his Mother, or to weaken
Palace.
v.. P. Hatch. Logan. Utah: J. D his desire for Iher love and benedicto 24th inclusive
21st,
May
not be a day
Warner, C. J. Dawe, Denver; Stanley tion. That there may
RETURN
LIMIT,
other district.
D. Pierce, St. Louis; C. A. Austin, set apart in this country for
MAY
28th
1910
Mr. Canifield's projects at the presKansas City; Roy C. Clark, Aurora, members of the family cannot, with
of
shadow
the
balanced
men,
glory
ent time aggregate 20 millions of dol- Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
111.; F. J. Ivie, City; W. B. Taylor, St.
How glad will be the lars.
Joseph; M. H. Fernald, Topeka; W. "Mother's Day."
is Open to Everboby
on this
the most extensive and
Rosenblatt, New York City; J. A. War- multitudes to be privileged
Probably
Sunday in May to lift toiling one of the best in the west is the
ren. Douglas. Ariz.: Minnie IT. Mar
hands, anxioiis faces, and (heavy hearts Greeley-Poudrtinez, Pagosa Springs.
Irrigation Company,
ATLANTIC CITY N. J.
from the trying tasks of life and turn north of
Claire.
which will irrigate
Greeley,
or
nod
smile
whose
to
MaxMother,
again
R. G. Lafite, Denver; John M.
125,000 acres, at an expense of more
Las of assent is the fountain of inspira- than five millions of dollars.
well, Denver; O. A. Larrazolo,
of
BfsssBiHWEa Santa
Vegas; George S. Virden, Delaware;, tion and courage, the anchorage
Another is the Henrylyn irrigation
F. O. Petershagen, Jefferson City, Mo.; hope and tife, and for a day live over district, southeast of Greeley, whose
W. N. Light, Denver; W. R. Ander- again thoae hours, when communion
costin GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
with her stiaped the course and direct- acreage is also 125,000, and
son, Oklahoma City; Fred Beek,
f
four
millions
dollars.
of
and
C. Romero, Las Vegas; May ed the career of the boy who now is
Mr. Camfield is also interested in a
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
the man. lkow verv like the hanging
King, Springer.
do thejlarSe irrigation project near Las Ve
to
vine
the
of
the
fruitage
Gregg.
to which section he was
Dates of Sale
E. Westover, Chicago; John Thom- hopes and purposes, the progress and Sas
t
attracted solely by an Irrigation
about
life
our
cluster
influences
of
Woodber-ryW.
St.
Matthews,
as,
Paul;
session held
Sixteen
one nerson Mother. With her gross the
L. A. Watkins, Denver; F. D.
was but one great thought, at Albuquerque, in 1908.
there
J.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
St.
Louis;
Simpson,
Return Limit
But this builder and developer does
W. Collier, Estancia; William Harris, reaching from the beginning of her
to irri
Denver; Mrs. Frances, Springer; M. boy's life on to eternity, and that not give his entire attention
H. R. Hol- thought was how best with her love gation. He has recently built the
S. AsbeU Washington;
land, Chicago; George C. Piwonka, and tears she might make sure and Camfield hotel at Greeley, costing
Denver; Austin Parter, Roswell; smooth his path through all the way. $150,000; and Camfield court will cost
No influence in the world's progress as much.
Charles S. Anson, Indianapolis.
E,
excels that of the world s Mothers.
a large bank and trust company at
Coronado.
The great achievements of such in Greeley which he has organized will
TMoi
and Return
H. S.' Martinez, Vallecitos;
in statesmanship, in the pro - have a capilal of
business,
f
million. He
Alfredo
Martinez, Tierra Amarilla;
in literature, in poetry, in owns the
; fessions,
controlling interest in the
Sanchez, Llano; C. E. Withrow,
and
art are traceable to the con - !gas and eiectrlc
song
E. G. Shane, Alamosa; Walters
light company of his
spirit and influence of a good t
and Js jn the irrigation pump
Johnson, Collins; A. B. Alexander, trolling
VIK SANTA FE
iviouier it wa i.ei me m aiiouiet
D. H. Halloway, Estancia.
manuacturing business.
.
In short, this man from northern
,
DATES OP SALE
nnv HdT TllPflqiirpmPTits nninTprl
the
1
Colorado is one of the most active
MODERN WOODMEN WILL
and energetic builders in the entire
OBSERVE MOTHERS' DAY.
i tun a mumeuu auu iuuk. ac.uss "i west, and his great influence and
She caressed abUlt are bei
years we have come
laced at tne dis.
May 8 is Designated By Them, A- the boy at her knee, she nourished him
Return Limit
j of the boaTd Qf control Qf the
New
Mexico
CeleWill
lthough
ne naa s rengm io siaua ana
unui
Con
Nati0nal
Eighteenth
Irrigation
brate on May 15.
D11C
lJ,aa,c a"
with
gress, Pueblo, September
and protected him from harm while'..
the plain statement that the Irrigation
is
On
Mother's
8,
out
went
when
and
he
under her care,
Sunday, May
Day.
this day every Woodman should wear into the big world a man, her sustain- Congress in his judgment has no equal
development and industrial insti-sha white flower in honor of his mother ing love followed and even ran ahead; j?s
CINCINNATI, 0.
reserves the support and
tutlon'
and wrrite her a letter. It is highly
rejoices in his success. His bene-to
who
of
all
are
trying
proper that this day should be set fits are her delights; she weeps at
and Return
apart in the Modern Woodmen of his misfortunes; she shares his trials do the work of the west.
America for a special service in honor and business depression; she stands
of the greatest single force in the by him in adversity, and should he go WILL DEVELOP TIN
DEPOSIT IN WEST TEXAS.
world Mother. It is most fitting that wrong it is Mother who cannot beour society, embodying, as it does, the lieve he has done evil. Friends may
DATES OP SALE
San Antonio, Texas, May 6. For
very life and spirit of the Ihome and its turn their backs, and acquaintances
blessed ties, should commemorate this may condemn, but her love and faith the purpose of developing its holdings
day. No man, however learned or re- surpasses all things; so that no mat- of tin ores, the El Paso Tin Mining
nowned, however famed or honored, ter what others may think, say or do and Smelting Company will within a
should permit the spirit or environ- she clings to. her hoy with a devotion few weeks install a fifty ton crusher.
Return Limit
ment of his great achievements to dull unmatched. The recollection of such The deposits in question are located
his sense of increasing obligation to untold sympathy and sacrifice is a in the Franklin mountains and were
the one who gave ihim birth. No man great restraint to vice and a strong discovered by a prospector looking for
of wealth or poverty, no man of busi- impulse to virtue. She brought the gold. The ore is said to be remarkOall on address.
ness or profession, no man in any sta- calm in the storms and tempests of ably rich.
tion of life can allow either the de- - our little lives; her touch was the
II S, LUTZ, Airent
pressing

,

G. F. & P. A.

miMUWWMI U

Denver,

sec-on-

EUGENE A. FOX,

MICIWWHKI

Telephone Main 3500

HOTEL ARRIVALS

East or West

-

"ILES & MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributors

jr

System

Pueblo, Colo., May C Colorado
northern Colorado
and the famous
district that is one of the oldest and
mot perfected irrigation sections of
the entire country, is furnishing proof
just now that it has the greatest irri
gation builder in the world.
The name of this Titan is D. A.
Camfield, and he lives at Greeley, in
the very heart of the greatest potato
raising section of the country. Greeley
potatoes are a type of perfection, and
the most skillful and intensive agri
culture in connection with their raising has been practiced in the Greeley

June 5th. 1910

j
j

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

one-hal-

$69.30

Sali-da-

OF
f

,

I

,

;

FROM
MEXICO

SANTA FE, NEW
TO

March Ut.

June 1st. 1910

26-3-

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SELLING

May 6. 7. 8, & 9th

;

DATES

to April

1

5th

-

;

e

!

$60.30

May 2, 3,8, 9 & 10

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA

Mew

flexico Centra

and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN

May 31st 1910
.

Santa Fe, N. M.

CURES
RHEUMATISM

Leaves "Kl Paso'8.00 a. m.
Arrives Santa Fe 9.45 p.m.

Leaves Santa He 8,45 a.m.
Kl Paso 10.40 p. iu.

Arrives

connections at El Paso for points in California, Southern New Mexico and Ariz oi a

Closfi

Hr

ALL POINTS EAST

Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. in.
Arrives Kansas (Mty 5,50 p. m. nftxt
Olileao 8.20 a. in. 2nd day
& S W and Rock Island traias carry Sleepand
Chair Cars.
ing
etc.

E. P.

For information reKurdlng freight and passenger rates, service,
Call at City Onice lauglilin Hlk.or Phone 145No trouble to answer questions.
-

I

J. G. EADS

y-ff-

A75?'

:"'

:'

City Freight & Fassenger Agent.

f

The cause of Rheumatism is an excess of uric acid in the blood.
uratic impurity gets into the circulation by absorption, usually because of

The New Mexw- a- rrlntlng
has on hand a large supply
If you are in need of anything, try
and
tablets suitable for acbool
pads
work, the desk, and also for lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.

The
con-

Then the blood bestipation, weak kidneys, and other systemic irregularities.
comes weak and sour and irritating urate particles aro formed in this vital fluid.
When in this impure condition the blood can not furnish the necessary amount of
nourishment to the different muscles, tendons, nerves and ligaments of the body.
Instead it constantly steeps them in the briny acrid matter, and the gritty, urate
particles collect in the joints, which causes the pains, aches and soreness of
Rheumatism. Liniments, plasters, etc. may relieve the acute pain of an attack
of Rheumatism, but such treatment does not reach the blood and therefore can
have no permanent good effect. There is but one way to cure Rheumatism and
that is to purify the blood of the acid poison. S. S. S. goes into the circulation
and attacks the disease at its head. It removes the cause for the reason that it
Is the greatest of all blood purifiers. It filters out every trace of the sour, inflammatory matter, cools the
circulation, adds richness and nourishment to the blood and permanently cures Rheumatism. S. S. S. does not patch
up, It cures permanently. S. S. S. is especially valuable as a remedy for Rheumatism because it does not contain a particle of harmful mineral in any form. It
Is purely vegetable, a fine tonic as well as blood purifier. Book on Rheumatism
sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
acid-heate-

nnd merchants; good everywhere. We
of will sell them at 5 cents in book form

Com-i.nn- y

d

and Return

WASHINGTON D. (
World's

Sunday Schoo
Convention,

May

19th-26t- h

$68.10

ROUND TRIP
From SANTA FE, N. M.
DATES OP SALE
MAY 14, 15, 16, 17,
Return limit June 15th.
SANTA PE NEARLY ALL

THE WAY.

MM

$4.60

Account,
BALL GAME and RACES,
May 8th, 1910
DATES OP SALE

May 7th and 8th
RETURN LIMIT

May 9th 1910
I'SautaFeall the Way"

- "T
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the people, who are to be elothed wifh
CONSERVATION OF HUMAN
IUM.II
WMMiWM
inn
LIFE AND HEALTH AS AN ASSET. the cotton?
Why conserve the orange tree and
fight the San Jose scale, and not conSpeech of Robt. L. Owen Before the serve
the people who eat oranges?
Joint Convention of Farmers'
Why conserve the life of the forest
Union of America.
-n
mm i imi nm nwMTPn
and forget the life of the forester and
Turiiiw
FOR HKXT 3 rooms furnished for
i
ot nis cnimren?
sleeping or light housekeeping, 212
The United States is .supposed to be
McKenzie St.
Why protect tree life and plant life
worth a little over a hundred billions
and neglect human life?
of dollars.
Why protect cattle from Texas finer
The annual income is a billion dolTO RENT A well furnished fro it
and
not protect people from typhoid
lars.
room with us? of bath.
Lady premalarial
fever?
and
The annual expenditure is a billion
office.
at,
ferred.
Inquire
tuffc
of the
Why protect pigs and forget the
seed is removed,
dollars.
C
to
the
the people of
The annual loss
in turn is
own special process and FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
by
Everybody agrees to the wisdom of! a,nd
United States by preventable death
oil
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
is
The real question
an neutral in
and preventable sickness on a fair this proposition.
we accomplish this? I bejCo.,
how
maps and prices at Charles E.
shall
commercial value is not less than four
Michael. Real Estate.
in a department of public
lieve
twenty-fivof
dollars.
In
bniions
oil is free from any possible taint
because in lighting disease and
Being a
prbduct,
years, without interest, without com- health,
in fighting death due to preventable
ExCIGAR SALESMAN WANTED
animal
value
u
the
would
be
double
sure or this when
cannot
pounding, it
it is a contest between inour brands
Sep
of our national assets over and above disease,
unnecessary.
ob-rce- s.
perience
!
fats
as fats
lard,
as
origin are, of
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
our natural increase under ordinary telligence and ignorance, and all the
and
of
the
dignity
authority,
power
and
lard
is
conditions.
for full particulars at once. Globe
soi
general government must be put beCigar Co., Cleveland. O.
We lose by preventable death six hind the truth and behind tihe best Cottolene
01 it of health.
p
hundred and thirty thousand Qiuman methods of dealing with disease in
annually. We have on an order to make the people realize its
To more thoroughly introduce our
If every
differof
w
the
average three millions of people se- value and its truth.
to
choicest
garden seeds we offer 10 full
stop
i
i
riously sick from one year's end to anA Bureau Not Sufficient.
five
cents
packages for 10c, postage
of
lard
in
anci
other, who must be waited on by other
We have had a bureau for a. long
paid :
nev br again be
in any home.
!
people.
7h,
time dealing with public health. It Cottolene,
Giant Russian Sunflower
1 Mammoth
The average human being during has been officered by men of respecFlat Dutch Cabbage,
life is capable of producing over five table capacity. It has had some men
7e
asure header
Your grocer is hereby authorised to
thousand dollars of net average value of very high capacity, but the eff1 Black Spanish Winter Radisli
5c
is
rtfiind your money in case you are
on a conservative estimate and these iciency, of the bureau has been fatally
7,c
1 Cuban Queen Watermelon
n t pleased, after having riven cotoienc a ta;r ust.
7.e
six hundred and thirty thousand peo- defective because it has no independ1 Best.
Sugar Parsnip
- ht
E:
C.'ii'.o'.rv.c is parked
1 Purple Top Globe Turnip
ple are worth over three billions of ent power; because it was subordinin
with
air
to
an
pails
top
hj
Sold
7o
dollars, and three million sick people ated to the department of the treas1 Acme Late Tomato
keep it clean, treh ami wholesome, and prevent it
from catching dust and aosorbin;j diiagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, ttc.
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Paso. The sale price was $17,500 a wider field of 0,)eration.
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The Nichols ranch is one of the find,
assignment of a judge to look after
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Navaj0 Divorces
ranches of the valley and th cause nis wie threw a Dr,ck at him it. is being demanded by lawyers and the eliminations is that administracourt officials in all parts of the dis- tion by the department of agriculture
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who resides in a day, according to talk in circulation ' streamsgrazing
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for the defense occupied the entirt hogan north
at the sheds. In some cases the increase
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Divorce Suit Filed Victor Rollins most of the day. It ended last night Optic.
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which
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are only along the borders of the foryesterday filed suit for divorce at
Las Vegas Shows Gain in Population
ests, and the protection of water flow
airainst bis wife. Kathar in the village were invited, except the
According to the census enumera- - is recognized as a legitimate reason
ine Rollins, charging that she de. divorced squaw.
mde at the direction of the Com for retaining brushland even thoug'h
Chief Justice Pope Holding Court at'"
serted him and since refused to live
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Club, and which is not yet it is not likely ever to grow timber
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Chief
Justice
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with him. He asserts that she has
completed, East Las Vegas now has of commercial value. It is not denied
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of at least three peo- culture holds it has no authority to
tree planting committee of the Board return to Roswell, Saturday, where he representation
an adjourned session. It is ple, and if they are all filled out and try to prevent this through national
will
hold
of Trade was out yesterday afternoon
- returned at once the actual popula- - forest administration of such lands.
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
he
tributed will be published when the
term. Louis Hill, of Ala-- i rapidly as had been expected. In spite
this
during
list is complete.
mosordo. was annninter) internreter of the fact that the Santa Fe moved
Connection made with Automobile
Fined for Receiving a Bet Six cool toT
line at Torrance for Roswell, daily.
tne court and William Bradv of a large number of families to the
cut-ofAmerican jurymen have found LinColn, was
taking out of East Las Automobile leaves Torrance for Rosappointed interpreted for Belen
.jwiiuuj num., an jm jraso uarienuer,
vegas at least ouu people, me cny well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
nrv
p.,.;,,,
guilty of receiving a bet on a Juarez
shows a gain in population. Volume at 12, noon. Automobile leaxes RosThanks Dr. Smith and Friends
race, and therein lies further proof Justice Jose M. Garcia stated
today of business hasncreased during the well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and armat gambling in El Paso has firm, that Jus son; Alberto Garcia had re- - ten years and the postofflce has shown rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
strong and unswerving public disap- - turned from Las Vegas where he liad a big gain in business transacted. It fare 'between Santa Fe and Torrance
proval. After one and a half hours, been ill for some time and is all right is now up to everybody who has not is $5.80 and between Torrance and
the six rendered their verdict before again. "I ari greatly indebted to Dr. been enumerated to see that his name Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
Eylar. The barttender was fined Smith and his associates," said the goes into the list before it is turned I mobile by wire. J. AV. Stockard.
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GllOCERY AND BAKERY
Mr. J. Kern late of Denver is
now in charge of oui

-

p.-n- j

"BAKERY DEPARTMENT"
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Mr. Kern is n tlrst class (iornmn linker of ninny years ex(iive us a trial order or auj t liiiij? J ou may
perience,
wish, plain or fancy.
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WE ARE READY TO "SHOW YOU."
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e have just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE TUffiM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and

jjjj

mine run coal

YRDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100
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2000 Phamplets Jailed to Good Dressers
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"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"

MAKING CLOTHES

IS

A TRADE!

GOOD TAILORING

IS

AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality. We win by the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are I he most skillfull craftsmea that money
can employ.
With-aour prices are not unreasonable when we say
ll
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Good Tailoring has been the making of many a Man.
A man always succeeds better always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.
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$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30.00, $32.50 and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

These Prices will run for

days
only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE
sane

